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Abstract

as a measure of dispersion of repolarization [3]. Changes
in this interval have been linked to alterations in spatial dispersion of repolarization that may be prognostic of arrythmic risk under a variety of conditions [4]. Repolarization
indices such as the QT interval or the Tpe interval depend
on heart rate (HR) [5, 6] and such a dependence has also
been related to arrythmic risk [7]. In this paper QT and
Tpe interval responses to HR changes are characterized,
with those intervals delineated using both single-lead (SL)
and multi-lead (ML) techniques.

In predicting the risk of suffering from ventricular arrhythmias, the dynamics of QT and T-peak-to-T-end (Tpe )
intervals after changes in heart rate (HR) provide richer
information than their values themselves. In this study,
QT/RR and Tpe /RR dynamics were investigated. Electrocardiogram (ECG) recordings of healthy subjects were analyzed during a head-up tilt test. ECGs were delineated using multi-lead (ML) and single-lead (SL) techniques and
the QT and Tpe intervals series were obtained. QT/RR
and Tpe /RR dynamics were modeled using a nonlinear system, from which the time constant of adaptation t90 was
derived. QT/RR dynamics is similar using SL or ML delineation, with adaptation times being: tSL
90 [s] = 49.7 +/[s]
=
47.1
interval
responded
29.0, tML
+/20.1.
The
T
pe
90
more abruptly to HR when calculated using SL as compared to ML. Consequently, Tpe /RR dynamics were characterized by different adaptation time constants depending
ML
on whether SL or ML was used: tSL
90 [s] = 25.6 +/- 37.3, t90
[s] = 56.4 +/- 48.3. QT dynamics can be invariantly characterized using either SL or ML delineation, while Tpe dynamics are highly sensitive to the delineation method. Differences arise from the way SL and ML delineation are affected by T-wave loop rotation. Care should be taken when
electrophysiological interpretation is provided to measurements obtained from one or the other delineation methods.

1.

2.
2.1.

ECG recordings from a database acquired at the University of Zaragoza for the study of the autonomic nervous system (ANS-UZ) were analyzed. Recordings were
obtained from 15 healthy subjects (11 males, 4 females)
with no previous medical history related to cardiovascular
diseases and with a mean age of 28.5 ± 2.8 years. Each
recording consists of 8 ECG leads, sampled at 1000 Hz,
acquired during a 13-min head-up tilt test (4-min supine,
5-min at 70 ◦ , 4-min supine).

2.2.
Methods
2.2.1. Signal preprocessing
Preprocessing of the ECG signals includes low pass filtering at 40 Hz to remove electric and muscle noise and
cubic splines interpolation for baseline wander removal.

Introduction

2.2.2. Repolarization indices

Clinical and experimental studies have suggested that
abnormalities of ventricular repolarization play a role in
the genesis of ventricular arrythmias [1]. The QT interval of the electrocardiogram (ECG) is the most extensively
used index of repolarization, but other ECG indices related
to the T wave have been proposed in the last years, including the interval between the T wave peak and the T wave
end (Tpe ) [2]. The Tpe interval is generally accepted to
reflect differences in the time for completion of repolarization of different ventricular regions and has been proposed
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Materials and methods
Materials

QT and Tpe intervals were computed using both SL and
ML delineation techniques.
• Single-Lead delineation
– Selection of lead with the highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR): In each subject, the lead with the highest SNR,
estimated as the maximum T-wave amplitude over the root
mean square value of the high-frequency noise (above 25
Hz) of the interval from the offset of the QRS complex to
the onset of the P-wave is selected. In this database, leads
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and, correspondingly, more circular loops [10]. yTMLc0 [i] series was computed as the ratio between the second and the
first eigenvalue from correlation matrix R̂i [9]:
λ2 [i]
yTMLc0 [i] =
,
(4)
λ1 [i]

V2, V3 or V4 were in all the subjects the leads with the
highest SNR [6].
– SL delineation and beat selection: ECG delineation
was performed using a wavelet-based delineator [8]. Beat
selection was performed, removing those beats where any
of the marks corresponding to T-wave onset (nSL
Ton ), TSL
wave peak (nSL
offset
(n
),
T-wave
)
or
QRS-complex
T
Tof f
onset (nSL
QRSon ) was missing.
SL
[i] and yTSLpe [i] series: For each beat
– Calculation of yQT
i, the QT interval was computed as the time interval between QRS-complex onset and T-wave offset:
SL
SL
[i] = (nSL
yQT
Tof f [i] − nQRSon [i])Ts .

with R̂i computed as
R̂i = Xi XTi ,

where i represents beat index and Xi is the matrix that
contains in its columns the T-wave complex of the three
orthogonal leads (Nx3 matrix) for each i-th beat.
Once the series were obtained, either using SL or ML
delineation, a Median Absolute Deviation filter was used
to remove possible outliers due to bad quality of the
recorded signals or to the delineation procedure.

(1)

SL
where nSL
Tof f [i] and nQRSon [i] are the samples corresponding to T-wave offset and QRS-complex onset temporal
marks, respectively, and Ts is the sampling period (Ts =
1 ms).
The Tpe interval was computed as the time interval between T-wave peak and T-wave offset:
SL
yTSLpe [i] = (nSL
Tof f [i] − nT [i])Ts

(5)

2.2.3. Repolarization adaptation to heart
rate changes
Once the interval series were obtained, a series vector
ys , was introduced, where “s” represents either QT or Tpe
intervals. The model shown in Fig. 1 was used to characterize the dependence of QT or Tpe on RR [7]. The input
xRR [i] and output ys [i] of the system denote the RR and “s”
series of each recording after interpolation and resampling
to a sampling frequency of Fm = 1 Hz.

(2)

where n [i] is the sample related to T-wave peak.
• Multi-Lead delineation
ML delineation was performed over orthogonal leads (X,
Y and Z) obtained from Dower’s inverse matrix.
– Computation of orthogonal signals: Three orthogonal leads x[n], y[n] and z[n] were obtained by multiplying
the eight standard leads with Dower’s inverse matrix, D−1 .
The transformation equation is:
(3)
Y = D−1 X
SL
T

xRR
-

where Y represents the matrix that contains, columnwise,
the three orthogonal leads and X is the matrix with the
eight standard leads (I, III, V1, V2, V3, V4, V5 and V6).
– ML delineation and beat selection: ML delineation
was applied to the three orthogonal leads obtained from
equation (3). The 3D T-wave loop built from those leads
was projected over the direction with the highest SNR in
the interval of interest for delineation of T wave onset,
peak or offset, and, therefore, optimal to be delineated.
This method was applied on a beat-to-beat basis, taking
into account that the optimal direction varies depending on
whether onset, peak or offset is being delineated [8].
ML
ML
[i], yTMLpe [i] and yTMLc0 [i] series: yQT
[i]
– Calculation of yQT
ML
and yTpe [i] series were computed as in equations (1) and
(2), but using the marks obtained from the ML delineation.
Additionally, yTMLc0 [i] series was computed to assess differences in T-wave morphology between leads. yTMLc0 [i] series
has been proposed as a measure of spatial dispersion of
repolarization [9], which can be interpreted as the beatto-beat ratio between the minor axis (λ2 ) and the major
one (λ1 ) of the T-wave loop. Previous studies have associated heterogeneous repolarization with increments in λ2

h
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Figure 1. Block diagram describing the RR to “s” (“s” being QT or Tpe intervals) relationship, consisting of a time
invariant FIR filter (impulse response h) and a nonlinear
function gk (∙, a).
Impulse response h = [h[1], ..., h[N ]]T includes information about the memory of the system, that is, a characterization of the influence of a history of previous RR
intervals on each “s” measurement. Therefore, zRR [i] represents a surrogate of xRR [i] with the memory effect of “s”
compensated for. The length N of vector h was set to 150
samples. The function gk (∙, a), dependent on the parameter vector a = [a(0), a(1)]T , represents the relationship
between the RR interval and the “s” interval once the memory effect has been compensated for.
The optimum values of the FIR filter response h, vector a, and function gk are searched for by minimizing the
difference between the estimated output ŷs [i] and the system output ys [i], for each subject independently using the
whole recording.
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Table 1. Mean ± standard deviation across all subjects of
the times required to complete 90% (t90 ), 70% (t70 ), 50%
(t50 ) and 25% (t25 ) of rate adaptation for both SL and ML
delineation techniques. In the right column, p-values obtained from a Student’s t-test.
QT SL
QT ML
p-value
t90 [s] 49.7 ± 29.0 47.1 ± 20.1 0.305
t70 [s] 32.1 ± 16.2 24.9 ± 12.1 0.152
13.1 ± 10.7 0.143
t50 [s] 15.9 ± 9.4
3.6 ± 2.6
4.3 ± 5
0.309
t25 [s]
SL
ML
Tpe
Tpe
p-value
t90 [s] 25.6 ± 37.3 56.4 ± 48.3 0.012
t70 [s] 13.9 ± 21.9 37.5 ± 37.4 0.010
6.9 ± 12.1 19.5 ± 25.7 0.029
t50 [s]
1.8 ± 2.8
6.9 ± 14.2 0.092
t25 [s]
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Figure 2. xRR [i], yQT [i] and yTpe [i] series obtained from
SL (red) and ML (blue) delineation for a particular subject
from the database. Dashed lines mark the start and end of
the tilt.

SL
ML
delineation techniques. As yQT
[i] and yQT
[i] rate adaptations are similar, it can be postulated that dissimilarities between yTSLpe [i] and yTMLpe [i] series adaptations arise from the
fact that differences in T-wave peak delineation between
the two methods do not parallel differences in T-wave end
delineation.
Fig. 3 shows three different T-wave loops at time instants pre (before the tilt is started), dur (during the tilt) and
pos (when the tilt has already finished) marked on yTc0 [i]
series calculated for the same subject whose QT and Tpe
series are shown in Fig. 2. Blue axis indicates ML optimum projection direction for peak delineation, black axis
indicates ML optimum projection direction for offset delineation and red axis shows SL direction. Likewise, blue
and red dots represent ML and SL T-wave peak marks, respectively, and blue and red stars represent ML and SL
T-wave offset marks.

The time required for “s” to complete 90% of its rate
adaptation, denoted by t90 , is computed by setting a threshold of 0.1 to the cumulative sum of the estimated filter impulse response, denoted by c[j]:
N
X
h[l], j = 1, ..., N
c[j] =
(6)
l=j

leading to
t90 =

1
arg max(c[j] > 0.1),
j
Fm

j = 1, ..., N

(7)

Other indices describing the time required to complete
25, 50 and 70% of rate adaptation, denoted by t25 , t50 and
t70 , were calculated analogously.

3.
3.1.

Results and discussion
QT interval dynamics

Pre

3.2.

z

The QT interval responded to abrupt RR changes following an exponential adaptation in all the analyzed subjects. An example of that adaptation is illustrated in Fig. 2
for a particular subject of the investigated database. As can
be seen from Fig. 2, QT dynamics are very similar when
calculated using SL or ML delineation techniques.
To quantify the time required for QT to complete its rate
adaptation, t90 , t70 , t50 and t25 indices were measured. The
results obtained from SL and ML series are shown in Table
1. No significant differences were observed between QT
adaptation times calculated using SL or ML delineation.
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Figure 3. Top panels: T-wave loops at time instants pre
(before the tilt starts), dur (during the tilt) and pos (after the
tilt). Blue and black axis indicate ML optimum projection
direction for peak and offset delineation, respectively and
red axis shows SL direction. Bottom panel: yTc0 [i] series.

The Tpe interval responded to abrupt RR changes in a
rapid way for yTSLpe [i] series, but more steadily for yTMLpe [i]
series, as illustrated in Fig. 2. This effect is reflected in
the rate adaptation times shown in Table 1, where significant differences are observed when comparing SL and ML
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Figure 4. T-wave peak and offset marks at time instants
pre and dur delineated over the SL lead (above), the optimum projected lead for peak delineation (below, blue) and
the optimum projected lead for offset delineation (below,
black).
When comparing the loops between instants pre or pos
and dur, it can be seen that blue and black axis follow the
loop’s rotation produced by the postural change. This postural change also modifies the morphology of the loop, as
yTc0 [i] series shows in Fig. 3, therefore varying the projected waves in a significant way from pre to dur or from
dur to pos (the former case can be seen in Fig. 4), affecting
T-peak and T-offset delineation marks and, therefore, Tpe
measure. ML takes the peak mark from the wave obtained
from blue axis (Fig. 4, below, blue) and the offset mark
from the wave obtained from black axis (Fig. 4, below,
black), which will always be later than the one from SL
delineation, and the distance between these two marks is
approximately maintained along the record.
SL, on the contrary, keeps the same projection direction all over the record, and thus peak and offset marks are
both delineated over the same wave. Tpe computation will
be then affected by the rotation induced by the postural
change.

4.

Conclusions

QT and Tpe intervals, as well as their rate dependence,
have been proposed as arrythmic risk stratifiers. However,
the delineation method used for their evaluation must be
carefully considered and analyzed in order to properly interpret the results. As shown in this study, QT rate adaptation does not differ when using SL or ML delineation.
Tpe rate adaptation, however, is very sensitive to the delineation method. ML delineation follows electric heart axis
movement to remove the postural change effect, producing Tpe series accounting only for electrical sources and
so of flatter rate dependence than those obtained from SL
delineation, which are also affected by T-wave loop rotation. Additionally, the ML delineation provides series with
higher variance, possibly as a result of the beat-to-beat adjustment to the optimum projection, which could generate some series instability and artifacted larger adaptation
time. QT series are not very much affected by the delineation method because delineation of wave onsets and offsets is not that sensitive to loop rotations.
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